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Abstract
In this thesis one studied a scalar field over a Schwarzschild background with an integrated
interpretation of entanglement, thermo field dynamics formalism and correct ground states,
in order to give an explanation of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and where is located.
Using statistical mechanics on a scalar field over a Schwarzschild background one obtain the
number of modes of the field and with this, one can find the Helmholtz free energy, which
has two terms: one dependent of the volume that is the contribution of the vacuum energy at
large distances, and the second one is the contribution of the event horizon to the energy and
is proportional to the horizon area. This term diverges when the altitude h tends to zero, ie,
very close to the event horizon. This is a reproduction of Gerardus ’tHooft paper [1]. Taking
the correct form of h, the total energy U and the entropy S could be obtained. The last one
results to be exactly the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
If one give to a scalar field an operator behavior, and taking into account that above the
brick wall there are no horizons, it is possible to see that the correct state of the system in
study is the Boulware state. One can conclude that an outside observer can see what it looks
like as a black hole but actually does not contain a horizon.
Using thermo field dynamic formalism (ThFD) in a quantum scalar field over a eternal Sch-
warzschild background one shows that the system meets exactly the characteristics of ThFD,
then is a thermal system.
Resumen
En esta tesis se estudió un campo escalar sobre un fondo tipo Schwarzschild con una inter-
pretación integrada de entanglamiento, formalismo de dinámica de campos térmicos y una
correcta escogencia de los estados de vaćıo, con el fin de dar una explicación a la entroṕıa
de Bekenstein-Hawking y en donde se puede localizar.
Utilizando mecánica estad́ıstica en un campo escalar sobre el fondo de Scwrzschild uno ob-
tiene el número de modos de campo y con esto, es posible encontrar a enerǵıa libre de Helm-
holtz, la cual tiene dos términos: Uno dependiente del volumen, el cual es la contribución a
la enerǵıa de vaćıo a grandes distancias, el segundo término corresponde a la contribución
de la enerǵıa al horizonte de eventos y es proporcional al área del horizonte. Esta es una
reproducción del art́ıculo de Gerardus ’tHooft [1]. Tomando la forma correcta de h, se ob-
x
tienen la enerǵıa total U y la entroṕıa S. La última resulta ser exáctamente la entroṕıa de
Bekenstein-Hawking.
Si uno le da un comportamiento tipo operador al campo escalar y se tiene en cuenta que
encima del Brick Wall no hay horizontes, es posible ver que el estado correcto del sistema
en estudio es el estado de Boulware. Se puede concluir que un observador externo puede ver
lo que parece ser un agujero negro pero en realidad no contiene un horizonte.
Usando dinámica de campos térmicos (ThFD) para un campo escalar cuántico sobre un
agujero negro de Schwarzschild eterno uno muestra que el sistema tiene las mismas carac-
teŕısticas de ThFD, por lo tanto el sistema es térmico.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
87 years ago, Chandrasekhar and Landau independently discover that exists an upper limit
to the mass of a cold body in equilibrium [2, 3]. When a cold star has more mass than this
limit, the support pressure fails and the star begins to collapse under its own weight.
Oppenheimer and Snyder in 1939 [4] show what happens after a perfectly spherical implo-
sion. The star disappears within its gravitational radius and can not longer communicate
causally with the exterior. Only the deformation of its gravity can be analyzed in the outer
vacuum (Schwarzschild geometry). This picture was to be expected as solely an idealized
image of the real collapse. But in the late 60’s became clear that this was not the case. The
final state of the collapse star was described by a very simple object called “Black Hole” by
John Wheeler at a conference in New York in 1967.
This object can be visualized as an elemental self-consistent gravitational field which has
broken all its causal connection with the material source that created it. Only three para-
meters of the collapse process survive in this final state: Mass, Angular Momentum and,
in principle, Charge. This situation was summarized by John Wheeler: A black hole has no
hair [5]. But the first version of this no-hair theorem was shown by Werner Israel in 1967 [6]
only for a Schwarzschild metric. What this means is that the gravitational field of a collapsed
object is known with greater precision that anything else in astrophysics.
No hair theorems states that a black hole is an object with many internal degrees of freedom
whose external configuration can be specified with only a few parameters. Taking this in
mind a black hole resembles a thermodynamic system. Works of Christodoulou [7], Bardeen,
Carter and Hawking [8] in the early 70’s showed that this similitude goes much further,
and in fact, there is a formal similitude between laws of black hole mechanics and laws of
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thermodynamics. An special role is played by the second law of black hole mechanics, which
emerge from the character of the black hole boundary, i.e, its event horizon, as an unidirec-
tional surface for causal effects.
Black hole can absorb matter and radiation (at least classically) but emits nothing, then one
can expect it to grows. With certain mechanisms it is possible that a black hole decreases,
extracting energy from a charging or rotating black hole. The process of discharging a black
hole with charge or the Penrose process to extract energy from the ergosphere of a spinning
black hole [9]. Christodolou and Hawking [7,10] show that the non decreasing quantity is the
area. The area theorem, established originally by Hawking in 1971, shows that the area of a
future event horizon never decrease if the stress-energy tensor of matter and fields satisfies
the condition Tµνl
µlν ≥ 0 on the horizon. This condition only meets if the material accumu-
lated in the black hole has a non negative density energy (at least it cross the horizon). This
is true only for ordinary classical materials.
This condition could be violated by a renormalized stress-energy tensor of quantum fields on
curved spacetime. Then the statement of the second law: “The area of the event horizon can
never decrease” could not be keep it when quantum effects show up. This theorem remains
valid when one postulates a convenient generalized form of the second law.
The analogy between black hole mechanics and thermodynamics was consider only strictly
formal. Nevertheless, Bekenstein in 1972 [11] suggested that this analogy may be taking
seriously, and that the entropy of the black hole should be identified with its area. In those
years were difficult see how one could assign any temperature different than zero to an object
that not emits radiation. When Hawking in 1974 [12] announced his discovery where explains
that black holes emits radiation by a quantum tunneling process all the preconceptions begin
to change. His detailed calculation showed that the energy spectrum of emitted particles is




A black hole that radiates freely in the space will slowly evaporates and then its event
horizon will be contracted, this mechanism could lead to think that the statement of the
classical second law is violated. However, the decrease of black hole area (i.e entropy) in the
process of evaporation is compensated by the emergent entropy of Hawking radiation. In a
quantum context, the second law of black hole mechanics and thermodynamics are included
in a generalized second law : the sum of the entropy of a black hole (represented by its area)
and the entropy of surroundings can never decrease.
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Having said the previous statements, one could ask: What is the true nature of Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy (SBH)? If this represents inaccessible information, is this information only
temporally hidden, or could be lost permanently when black hole evaporates? [13] The co-
llapse at quantum level and the subsequent evaporation of a body in an initially pure state
will evolve to a mixed state which is impossible according to quantum mechanics. Different
alternatives have been raised in order to explain this paradox of “loss information”. Bellow
will be discussed some of the different derivations of SBH to provide a microscopic explana-
tion of the Bekenstein-Hawking Entropy [14–16].
In words of Fursaev [17] “In Einstein theory SBH is a pure geometrical quantity. In real
thermodynamic systems the entropy is the logarithm of the number of microscopic states co-
rresponding to a given set of macroscopic parameters. This raises a natural question: Do black
holes have microscopic degrees of freedom whose number is consistent with the Bekenstein-
Hawking entropy? The main reason why this question is fundamental is because it goes beyond
the black hole physics itself. Its answer may give important insight into the as yet mysterious
nature of quantum gravity” To test any theory that wants to solve the above question, they
have to reproduce SBH by statistical methods.
One promising candidate to solve the questions is string (D-brane) theory. It has a successful
statistical-mechanics derivation of SBH for extremal [18–20] and near-extremal [21,22] black
holes. Nevertheless, string theory do not solve the problem of SBH completely, the compu-
tations of these theories are made in flat spacetimes which are dual to string theory on a
given black hole geometry, and on the oder hand they are not universal. Finally derivation of
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy in string theory says little about the real microscopic degrees
of freedom responsible for SBH and where they are located [23,24]
Another approach is loop quantum gravity, whose offer an interesting explanation of SBH [25]
where they claims that geometry has a quantum description. Therefore, the area of a surface
is treated as an operator. Loop quantum gravity suggest that Bekentein-Hawking entropy
is related to the degeneracy of eigenvalues of the area operator which are comparable in
magnitude to the area of the black hole horizon. The problem of this theory is how general
relativity is recovered from loop quantum gravity at low energy limit [26].
There is an interesting approach where SBH is treated as an entanglement entropy, associa-
ted with observable and non-observable vacuum fluctuations correlated at the horizon with
respect to an external observer. This kind of approach was first formulated by Bombelli et
al [27], then was independently formulated by Srednicki [28] and by Frolov and Novikov [29].
These striking results of entanglement entropy are entirely general and there are no res-
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tricted to systems in thermal equilibrium. Then, these approaches do not give any clue in
the origins of the peculiarly thermal character of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. A com-
prehensive understanding of the SBH entropy requires a consistent blend of the entanglement
interpretation with the thermofield dynamical description [30, 31]. This thesis will be focus
on the thermodynamical aspects and will investigate the entanglement entropy as a thermal
property.
In order to study the microscopic behavior of SBH it is important to introduce first, gene-
ral aspects of Quantum Field Theory and General Relativity, then a semiclassical approach
(Quantum Field Theory on Curved Spacetime) is introduced with the purpose of analyze
how a matter field is affected by the presence of a geometrical background (see Chap. 2).
The entanglement interpretation is closely related to the Brick Wall model introduced by
’tHooft [1]. This model is reproduced extensively in chapter 3. Also this chapter shows how
the ground state must be modified in order to correctly explain the thermal atmosphere as
excitations above an energetically depressed ground state (Boulware state), and provides an
accurate localization of these excitations in the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state. To do so it is
necessary to introduce a modified Brick Wall model (Mukohyama-Israel Brick Wall model
revisted) [32].
Thermofield dynamics formalism will be constructed in chapter 4 as a subsection in order
to help studying the thermodynamical behavior of fields over a geometrical background. In
1976 Werner Israel [13] showed the implementation of Thermo Field Dynamics in a (1 + 1)
model for black holes. The extension to a (3 + 1) model is of interest because will give a
formal thermal description of quantum fields over geometrical backgrounds, i.e, the results
show that Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is in fact a thermal entropy and in second place
(but no necessary least important) show that a black hole is a thermal system (see chap 4).
Finally in chapter 5 appear some conclusions and future interesting works to do.
Chapter 2
General Remarks
Understanding the behavior of quantum fields over a curved background is only a little part
of the path to obtain the theory of unified forces: Quantum Gravity. Before to attack this
kind of theories like quantum gravity one has to make basic concepts clear in order to avoid
misunderstandings in the theory.
This section will show some of the useful tools and formalisms to develop the model of black
holes with external fields. It is important to give a compact explanation but conceptually
rich of quantum field theory, general relativity and Quantum Field Theory on Curved Space-
Time.
2.1. Quantum Field Theory: Scalar Field
When quantum fields are acting on a non Minkowskian manifold, some kind of ambiguities
related to the creation of a Fock space emerge, one important ’ambiguity’ is the presence of
different schemes of canonical quantization. To understand this schemes first let summarize
some features of the quantum field theory on Minkowski space [33–35].
Consider a scalar field Φ(x) where x implies x = (t,x), and it is defined in all points (t,x)
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and imposing that variations with respect to Φ are:
δS = 0 (2-3)




Φ(x) = 0 (2-4)
where  ≡ ηµν∂µ∂ν and ηµν is the Minkowski metric tensor. When the theory is quantized,
m indicates the mass of the field quanta.
One can find a set of solutions of (2-4) as:
uκ(t,x) ∝ eiκ·x−iωt, (2-5)
where ω = (κ2 +m2)
1/2







Note that the modes (2-5) must to be positive frequency with respect to t, and the eigen-





uκ(t,x) = −iωuκ(t,x), with ω > 0. (2-6)










where t denotes a foliation of space coordinates (Killing vector). Then, under the above
definition the modes (2-5) are orthogonal
(uκ, uκ′) = 0, if κ 6= κ′,
and normalized (uκ, uκ′) = δ






Considering a canonical quantization scheme, the system can be quantized, treating the field
Φ as an operator, and the equal time commutation relations are imposed
[Φ(t,x),Φ(t,x′)] = 0
[π(t,x), π(t,x′)] = 0
[Φ(t,x), π(t,x′)] = iδn−1(x− x′)
 (2-9)
2.1 Quantum Field Theory: Scalar Field 7





Taking into account that the field modes (2-8) form a complete orthonormal basis, one can




{aκuκ(t,x) + a†κu∗κ(t,x)}. (2-10)
The relations (2-9) are equivalent to
[aκ, aκ′ ] = 0
[a†κ, a
†
κ′ ] = 0
[aκ, a
†
κ′ ] = δκκ′
 . (2-11)
The expansion (2-10) contains terms of a†κ and aκ, which represent the creation and annihi-
lation operators in a convenient basis so-called Fock representation. Any state |nκ〉 can be








where the annihilation operator satisfies
aκ|0〉 = 0, ∀κ
One can construct any state as
|1nκ1 ,2 nκ2 , . . . ,j nκj〉 =
(











In order to determine the significance of the Fock states, one may examine the Hamiltonian
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note that using the commutation relations (2-11) the Hamiltonian operator can be written














κaκ, which commute with H and
Pi operators
[N,H] = [N,Pi] = 0. (2-18)
The importance of N is revealed by taking its expectation values for the Fock states.
〈0|Nκ|0〉 = 〈0|a†κaκ|0〉 = 0, ∀κ (2-19)
〈1nκ1 ,2 nκ2 , . . . ,j nκj |Nκi |1nκ1 ,2 nκ2 , . . . ,j nκj〉 =i n. (2-20)
The relation between Nκ and its expected value n suggests that Nκ is the number operator
for the mode κ and N is the total number operator. Taking into account the relations (2-
18) the eigenstates of N are also eigenstates of H and P. For each increment of one in
the number in, H and P increase by ωi and κi respectively. Then, one can interpret
in as
labelling the number of quanta (each with energy ωi and momentum κi). Therefore, the state
|1nκ1 ,2 nκ2 , . . . ,j nκj〉 is a state with 1n quanta in the mode κ1 and so on. Considering the
above interpretations, the operators a†κ and aκ can be understand as an annihilation and
creation operators for quanta in the mode κ respectively.
Now, one can analyze the vacuum state, which has not been discussed so far. Form the
definitions of the energy H and the momentum P (2-15 and 2-16) one can obtain a zero
momentum
〈0|P|0〉 = 0, (2-21)
and one also expected a zero energy. However from the definition on the Hamiltonian operator







Note that the right-hand side of the above equation tends to infinity [33]. This divergence,
apparently indicates that the vacuum contains an infinite density of energy. This divergen-






of each harmonic oscillator mode in the scalar
field. This problem appears a lot in quantum fields theory in curved spacetime. However,
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in flat spacetime, it is easily solvable. This part of the energy can not be measured in non-
gravitational systems, so one can rescale the zero-point energy, without affect any observable
quantities. This renormalization is reached by definition of a normal ordering operation, de-
noted by ::, in which one demands that wherever a product of creation and annihilation
operators appears, the annihilation operator stand to the right of the creation operator, and
















Here, it is explained what one means by a Lagrangian formulation of a field theory. Consider
a theory involving a tensor field defined on a manifold M , and denotes the field by ψ. Now,
one can define a S[ψ] as a functional of ψ. Let ψλ be a smooth one parameter family of field
configurations starting from ψ0. One can denote
dψλ
dλ
by δψ, and considering that there exists







If one say that S is functionally differentiable at ψ0, one can call χ as the functional derivate












where L can be considered as a local fucntion of ψ and its derivatives
L|x = L(ψ(x),∇ψ(x), . . . ,∇
jψ(x)) (2-28)
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are the field configurations which are solutions of the field equation for ψ. Thus, S is an
action, while L is a Lagrangian density.
Consider as a simple example, the Lagrangian formulation of the theory of a Klein-Gordon













where the volume element on the Minkowski spacetime is given in the integrals. Then, the





Therefore, the equation (2-29) is th Klein-Gordon.








Note that for convenience the inverse metric gab is taken as field variable. One can define
δgab = dgab/dλ and δgab = dgab/dλ. Therefore one has δgab = −gacgbdδgcd.











va = ∇b(δgab)− gcd∇a(δgcd)
.





















Note that in the first term contributes only a boundary term. It does not vanish for general
variations where gab is fixed on the boundary. However, it vanishes for variations where the














and equation (2-29) is seen to be equivalent to Einstein’s equation in vacuum, as desired.
From the Lagrangian point of view, the The Einstein’s equation reaches in natural way.






yields the Klein-Gordon equation in curved spacetime.
2.2.2. Schwarzschild Black Hole
Black holes are specific solutions of the Einstein equations which describe regions of a space-
time where the gravitational field is so strong that nothing, including light signals, can escape
them. The interior of a black hole is hidden from an external observer. The boundary of the
unobservable region is called the horizon.












dr2 + r2dΩ2 (2-39)
In this section one analyzes the Schwarzschild solution in a maximally extended form, this
solution will be of interest because can show how is the behavior of Kruskal-Hartle-Hawing-
Israel (KHHI) time and the behavior of Killing-Boulware (KB) time.
The (KHHI) time is obtained since Kruskal coordinates which does not generate singularities
in the event horizon. This coordinates allow to study the interior, the exterior and the
boundary of the system
(t, r, θ, φ)→ (T, Z, θ, φ)
12 2 General Remarks




e−r/2MdUdV + r2dΩ2, (2-40)












Figure 2-1: Schwarzschild Black Hole maximally extended with defined sectors for ThFD.





















)} if r ≥M (2-41)



















)} if r < M (2-42)




e−r/2M(−dT + dZ) + r2dΩ2 for r > 0 (2-43)
Metric (2-43) has no more a singularity in r = 2M then it is valid in all region of the black
hole. With this metric it is possible to construct the maximally extended Schwarzschild
spacetime (see fig 2-1) which will be the geometric background of the system that will study
and analizes this thesis.
2.3. QFT on Curved Space Time
It is of great interest to create a semiclassical theory of quantum fields and gravitation, that
is, QFT in curved spacetime. There are many systems that can not be described by using
only QFT or General relativity in a separate form. For simplicity this section shows how is
constructed a quantum scalar field over a Schwarzschild background.
2.3 QFT on Curved Space Time 13




where g00 = −f(r)





gµν(x)ϕ(x), µϕ(x), ν −m2ϕ2(x)
}
(2-45)




It is possible to obtain the Klein-Gordon equation (−m2) Φ(x) = 0
where the D’alambert operator takes the form:
 = (−g)−1/2∂0((−g)−1/2g00∂0) + (−g)−1/2∂a((−g)1/2gab∂b)
If the scalar field is separable, then it is possible to write it in the form:
ϕΩ(t, x




where Ω = ωlm and xa = r, θ, φ














































ϕ(r) = 0 (2-49)




The boundary conditions takes the form: when r = r0 → r∗ = −∞, when r = 0 then r∗ it is
not defined and finally when r =∞→ r∗ =∞








Considering U = t− r∗ and V = t+ r∗
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The solution for the (+) field is:
ϕ+Ω(t, x













a) = ϕoutΩ (U, x
a) (2-52)
The solution ϕ+Ω(x) is related to a field moving forward in time in the right sector (I) of the
figure 2-1.
In the same way for ϕ−Ω(t, x
a) one obtain:
ϕ−Ω(t, x












Finally the ϕ−Ω(x) field takes the form:
ϕ−Ω(t, x
a) = ϕinΩ (V, x
a) (2-54)
which moves forward in time but in the Left sector (III) of the figure 2-1. It is important to
note that the right and left sectors has an inverted time relation.
It is possible to write ϕ±Ω(x) in terms of U, V time of Kruskal:
ϕεΩ(U, x
a) = Θ(−εU)ϕoutΩ (U, xa) (2-55)
ϕεΩ(V, x
a) = Θ(εV )ϕinΩ (V, x
a) (2-56)
If one analyzes how the ϕ±Ω(x) move in a Maximally extended Schwarzschild background,
one finds that the correct representation is given by the figure 2-2. The modes represented
in this figure are globally defined


























Figure 2-2: Modes of frequency for a scalar quantum field in a Kruskal coordinate system
for Schwarzschild Black Hole.
Now the idea is analize the t-modes for R and L sectors. Suppose a solution of the form:




This solution is only valid for the Right sector. Now suppose a Killing-Boulware mode which
are characterized by t times and are labeled with ε = ±
ϕ
(ε)
Ω (x) = ϕΩ(x, t)Θε(x) (2-58)
In the moment to change the time from one sector to other, this change not only generates





{Θ(−εU) + Θ(εV )} (2-59)
equation (2-59) shows different regions of spacetime. Remember that the Killing-Boulware
times are defined for the right and left sectors.
For the Right region one obtain:
ϕ
(ε)




{Θ(−εU) + Θ(εV )} if U < 0 and V > 0, ε = +1 (2-61)
Θ+(x) = 1
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ϕ+Ω(x) = ϕΩ(x, t) (2-62)
Now for the left region the field can be written as. If U > 0 and V < 0, ε = −1
Θ−(x) = 1
ϕ−Ω(x) = ϕΩ(x, t) (2-63)








with ε(ω) = sign(ω); δΩΩ′ = δ(ω − ω′)δκκ′δll′δmm′







This modes are of positive (negative) frequency with respect to Kruskal time if εω > 0
(εω < 0). The modes ϕεΩ(x) and χ
ε
Ω(x) are related by Bogoliubov transformations [30,36,37]:
χ
(ε)
Ω (x) = ϕ
(ε)
Ω (x) cosh(χ) + ϕ
(ε)
Ω (x) sinh(χ) (2-66)











One finds a disturbing divergence in the event horizon analyzing the energetic accessible
states that a particle can occupy in the neighborhood of a black hole , this is the reason why
a black hole is an infinite sink of information (and a source of an ideally random black body
radiation of particles [38–40]).
To control this divergence ‘tHooft introduced a “brick wall” [1] (more accurately a static
spherical mirror in r1 and L at which the fields are required to satisfy Dirichlet or Neumann
boundary conditions 3-1) with radius r1 larger than the gravitational radius 2M (say r1 =
2M + h). One enclosed the system in a spherical container of radius L >> r1 to keep the
field energy bounded.
L
Figure 3-1: Spherical star with a perfectly reflecting surface.
18 3 Brick Wall Model
3.1. ‘tHooft Brick Wall Model
If one assumes that wave functions vanish within a fixed distance h from the horizon black
hole:
Φ(x) = 0 if x ≤ 2M + h (3-1)
Where M is the black hole mass and for simplicity one takes Φ(x) as a scalar wave function
for a spinless particle with mass (1 << m << M). One give to the system a Z number to
include other kind of fields. If one assume h = G = κB = 1











dr2 + r2dΩ2 (3-2)
Inserting the Black Hole inside of a large box of radius L:
Φ(x) = 0 if x = L (3-3)
The quantum numbers are: l (Total angular momentum), l3 (z component of angular mo-
mentum) and n (radial excitations).
Starting from the Klein-Gordon equation for a gµν metric one can find the energy levels




Φ(x) = 0 (3-4)
The D’Alambert operator must be modified from its usual form:
 = gµν∂µ∂ν (3-5)
3-5 shows the usual form of the D’Alambert operator
 = gµν∇µ∇µ (3-6)
3-6 considers gravity in the conections from the covariant derivative (∇µ)
Then the D’Alambert operator who has gravity corrections, takes the form:
Φ(x) =
(
gtt∇t∇tΦ(x) + grr∇r∇rΦ(x) + gΩΩ∇Ω∇ΩΦ(x)
)
Φ(x) (3-7)
Let solve the first term of 3-7, consider Φ(x) as a scalar field then ∇tΦ(x) = Φ,t. The other
















gλδ (gδt,t + gδt,t − gtt,δ) (3-10)

































−2 sin−1 θ cos θΦ,θ
(3-12)

















(sin θ,θ),θ + r
−2 sin−2(θ)Φ,φφ −m2Φ2 = 0
(3-13)
as one can see from 3-2 the Schwarzschild metric is stationary, and there is not temporal
dependency on the Klein-Gordon equation also there are no cross terms between t, r, θ and φ,
then one can use separation of variables: Φ(x) = T (t)R(r)Y (θ, φ). The angular and temporal
part will be written in terms of spherical harmonics and the system energy (using the De
Broglie relation) respectively.





















R(r) = 0 (3-14)
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It is important to note that plane wave approximation was performed in order to find the
wave number k(r, l, E)




k(r, l, E)dr (3-18)
The total number of wave solutions with energy below E are:
πN =
∫
(2l + 1)πndl := g(E) (3-19)
where 2l + 1 correspond to the maximum value that angular momentum projection over z





















3-20 has real solutions when the root argument over the l integral is positive. The value
of N shows the classical number of normal modes for the scalar field in the black hole
neighborhood.











The 3-21 inequation shows superior and inferior limits for l:











The above equation shows the inferior and superior limits for l. Now it is possible to solve






























It is of interest to analyze the frequency number of modes with energy non superior to E
in the event horizon neighborhood (i.e, r → 2M), therefore the ultraviolet frequency modes










The next step is find thermal properties of the system; one can obtain the Helmholtz free




































Figure 3-2: First term of the Helmholtz energy











The first term on the 3-29 integral can be analyzed with the graph 3-2 showing how this
term goes to zero for the values (zero and infinity) in the energy E.






















(r − 2M)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Integral regard to r
(3-31)







dx 0 ≤ z < 1, ν > 0; z = 1, ν > 1 (3-32)
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= ζ(ν) (ν > 1) (3-34)






































Taking account that ζ(4) = toπ4
90












In the last equation, the first term is the contribution from the vacuum energy at large dis-
tances, and plays no role at all in the study of the Brick Wall model. The second equation is
of interest because shows the intrinsic contribution of the event horizon to the energy, and
one can see that this energy diverges linearly when h→ 0.
Taking account that U = ∂
∂β
(βF ) and S = β(U − F ) it is possible to find the contribution
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Now let shows how equation 3-40 could be written as Bekenstein-Hawking entropy:
One can add a factor Z in the entropy 3-40 to denote the number of particles types. It is pos-
sible to introduce a collection of particles, raised to some temperature T∞ at large distance,
and in thermal equilibrium. Using Tolman’s law one can write the local temperature:







, when r → r1 local temperature becomes very large. It is convenient to
identify T∞ with the Hawking temperature TH = κ0/2π of the horizon r = 2M of the metric
3-2.








Taking account that β = 1














Finally one can relate the entropy described above with the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy if




and it is possible to relate a wall contribution to the mass due to field energy. Choosing the




It is of interest analyze with some detail the terms of equation 3-37 which are dominated
by two contributions, one for large container radius L and one for small h, and this terms
shows the behavior of system entropy:
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a) The first term has a volume behavior proportional to 4
3
πL3 and represents the entropy
of a homogeneous quantum gas in a flat space (f ' 1 then L/h → ∞) at a uniform
temperature T∞. This is an expected result and there is no need to consider with more
detail.
b) The contribution of a gas near the inner wall r = r0 + h is proportional to the wall
area as was shown in 3-45.
3.2. Mukohyama-Israel Brick Wall Model Revisted
the last section has exhibited two contributions found by to ‘tHooft in [1]. He found a wall
contribution to the entropy proportional to the area and the expected volume-dependent en-
tropy contribution. These contributions are also proportional to h−1, where h is the proper
altitude of the wall above the gravitational radius 2M . If h is chosen correctly it is possible
to recover the Beckenstein-Hawking equation 3-45 using ‘tHooft model.
As Mukohyama and Israel pointed out in [32] the calculation of ‘tHooft raises a number of
questions which have caused many reservations on the validity and consistency of the Brick
Wall model.
a) SBH is here obtained as a one-loop effect, originating from thermal excitations of the
quantum fields. Does this material contribution to SBH have to be added to th zero loop
Gibbons-Hawking contribution which arises from the gravitational part of the action
and already by itself accounts for the full value of SBH? [42, 43]
b) The ambient quantum fields were assumed to be in the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state.
Their stress-energy should therefore be bounded (of order M−4 in Planck units) near
the gravitational radius, and negligibly small for large masses. However, ‘tHooft’s cal-
culation assigns to them enormous (Planck-level) energy densities near the wall.
c) The integrated field energy gives a wall contribution to the mass 3-46 when h is adjusted
to give the correct value of SBH . This suggest a substantial gravitational back-reaction
[1] and that assumption of a fixed geometrical background may be inconsistent [42–45]
The main purpose of this section is to solve these difficulties and show that are only appa-
rent. Strictly talking the Brick wall model does not represent a black hole, on the contrary,
the model describe the exterior of a starlike object with a reflecting surface, compressed to
nearly its gravitational radius as it is seen in Fig.3-1.
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With the purpose of obtain a better understanding of Brick Wall model it is useful to work
with quantum field theory in curved spacetime which is globally defined. Using this theory
one could show that the correct vacuum state is the Boulware state. This formalism will be
the entrance to Thermofield dynamics theory for Black holes because it will need a vacuum
state globally defined.











































and Ω = detΩij is the











The system in study must be finite, then the correct model is that described by Fig.3-1
where one has a scalar field over a Schwarzschild background, then an assimptotically flat
observer must quantize the field (see section 2.1) with respect to the Killing time t. Thus, the
ground state that will appear is the Boulware state. After the quantization one will analyze
the statistical mechanics of the scalar field in the Boulware state.
The procedure of quantization is fully described in section 2.1. The canonical momentum
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Taking account that Ylm(x













The elements {ϕnl(r)} with (n = 1, 2, ...) belong to a set of real functions which is complete
with respect to the space of L2-functions between r1 < r < L for each l. The positive constant









































Using the equations 3-53 and 3-55 one can find the usual commutation relation:
[φ(x), π(x′)] = iδ(x− x′) = iδ(r − r′)δ2(xi − x′i) (3-56)
and with the creation and annihilation operators, equation 3-56 becomes:



















taking account that Boulware state is an eigenstate of the normal-ordered Hamiltonian with










The eigenvalues equation for normal-ordered Hamiltonian 3-58 is:






The above procedure is based on section 2.1.
In order to obtain the entropy and energy of the system it is essential to analyze the statistical














. Using a WKB approximation for the field equation 3-54 (this procedure is
similar to the used in equation 3-14 where was obtained the equation 3-17).
ϕnl(r) = ψnl(r)e
−ikr (3-62)












Suppose that the prefactor ψnl(r) varies very slowly:∣∣∣∣∂rψnlψnl
∣∣∣∣ |κ|; ∣∣∣∣∂2rψnlψnl
∣∣∣∣ |κ|2 (3-64)
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Using equation 3-41 and defining E as E =
√
p2 +m2. Then the total energy U (that it will
be equal to 3-39, 3-46) and the entropy S are calculated as:
U ≡ Tr
[




































s(r) ≡ β2(r) ∂
∂β(r)
F̃ (r) = β(r) (ρ(r) + P (r))
(3-69)
where the pressure P is defined by:










Brick Wall Model from ThFD
formalism
In chapter 4 one saw how the Mukohyama-Israel brick wall model revisted described correctly
the vacuum energy in the surroundings of a black hole, also was described the correct state
that is the Boulware state.
4.1. Thermo Field Dynamics Formalism
Thermo field dynamics is based on the idea of augmenting the physical Fock space (F)
by a fictitious, dual Fock space (F). One can define a (temperature-dependent) “vacuum
state” on the double Fock space (F ⊗ F) with the property that the vacuum expectation
value of any physical operator agrees with its statistical average for an ensemble in thermal
equilibrium. This provides a formal state-vector description for systems normally described
by a density matrix. In the treatment of Takahashi and Umezawa, (F) has a merely formal
significance. In the present context, one may expect (and we shall confirm) that it can be
interpreted in terms of particle states on the hidden side of the horizon.
The Thermo field dynamics formalism has as principal objective express the vacuum state
of the fields in function of the temperature |0(β)〉. The condition to satisfies is:
〈0(β)|A |0(β)〉 = Z−1(β)
∑
n
〈n|A |n〉 e−βEn (4-1)
To obtain the above equation (4-1) one expand the tharmal vacuum state |0(β)〉 in terms of
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substituting equation (4-2) in (4-1) one obtains:
f ∗n(β)fm(β) = Z
−1(β)e−βEnδnm (4-3)
The |0(β)〉 state is a vector in the expanded space by |n〉 and fm(β). To carry out the above
representation it is convenient to introduce an identical dynamical fictitious system to which
is being considering. According with this representation, the quantities associated with the
fictitious system will be denoted by a tilde. Then:
H̃|ñ〉 = En|ñ〉, 〈ñ|m̃〉 = δnm (4-4)
Where is established that the energy is the same as the physical system. The vector state of
the total system is build from the direct product of state vectors of each one of the systems
(physical and fictitious):
|n, m̃〉 = |n〉 ⊗ |m̃〉 (4-5)
In this way, the matrix elements of the A and Ã operators are given by:
〈m̃, n|A|n′, m̃′〉 = 〈n|A|n′〉δmm′ (4-6)
〈m̃, n|Ã|n′, m̃′〉 = 〈m̃|A|m̃′〉δnn′ (4-7)
Defining the vectorial coefficient of the expansion (4-2):
fn(β) = e
−βEn/2Z−1/2(β)|ñ〉 (4-8)
Then it is possible to rewrite the equation (4-3) in the form:
f ∗n(β)fm(β) = Z
−1(β)e−βEnδnm (4-9)





Finally one can verify the relation (4-1) with equation (4-10)
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4.2. Description of the Model
In order to explain what must be the value of the energy in the surroundings of a black
hole, one introduce the thermo field dynamics formalism [30, 36]. This formalism was used
by Werner Israel in a matter field over a (1+1) dimensional spacetime [13].
In the next chapter one will show how the energy and entropy of quantum scalar field in the
neighborhood of a Schwarzschild black hole are behaved, and where are located.
4.3. Planckian Energy and Entanglement Entropy
The model described in this chapter aims to show how is the energy and the entropy of
quantum scalar fields in a Schwarzschild background, and where are located.
One begin computing the density matrix of the system in order to obtain the entropy in a
general form:
S = −Tr (ρ ln(ρ)) (4-12)




ηj |j〉 〈j| (4-13)
In the context of quantum fields over Schwarzschild background the eigenvectors are asso-
ciated with the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state since entropy must defined globally. Then the
density matrix could be defined in terms of the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state as:
ρH = |0〉H H 〈0| (4-14)
As one could see in the previous section, the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state can be adequately










It is important to remember that with Boulware states one must to pick one sector in the
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As one saw in section 4.1 that the correct form to construct a thermal vacuum state in ThFD
is augmenting the physical Fock space by a fictitious dual Fock space, where the thermal
Hamiltonian is equal to the difference of physical Hamiltonian with its copy Hamiltonian.
When the above idea is transported to the system analyzed here (quantum scalar field over
Schwarzschild background) one take the right side of figure 2-1 as physical sector (I), and the
left side as copy sector (III). Using the QFT on Curved Spacetime one finds that the vacuum
state for these two sectors are the Boulware state, then the Hamiltonians can be constructed
from this state. The characteristic difference between the left and right Boulware state is
the evolution of time (see fig??). Using the Boulware theorem one transform the Boulware
state into a globally defined Hartle-Hawking-Israel state
In order to obtain the energy density of the system one needs to compute the 00 component
of the stress-energy tensor Tµν with respect to the Boulware and Hartle-Hawking states for a
scalar field defined over Schwarzschild background 2-44. For the scalar field Φ, the expected
value of stress-energy tensor Tαβ(x, x
′) is defined by:
〈Tαβ(x, x′)〉 = Dαβ′W (x, x′) (4-17)
Where Tαβ is expresed in terms of the scalar field as:










With the minimal coupling written as:









Here is important to note that W (x, x′) is the Wightman function and its definition takes a
key rol in order to obtain the energy and entropy of the system. The Wightman function is
then defined as:
W (x, x′) = 〈0|Φ(x)Φ(x′) |0〉 (4-20)
For the Boulware state Wightman function is given by:
WB(x, x















Where was used the result. With the function:
B 〈0| b(ε)Ω b
(ε′)†
Ω′ |0〉 = Θ(εω)δεε′δΩΩ′ (4-22)
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where ϕεΩ(x) was defined in. If x, x
′ are in opposite sectors (R,L) WB(x, x
′) = 0.
Similarly for the Hartle-Hawking-Israel state |0〉H the Wightman function has the form:
WH(x, x










Now one needs to represent via Bogoliubov transformation the Hartle-Hawking-Israel Wigth-




















One has to remember that x, x′ must be in the same sector. Now compute explicitly the 00
component of the stress-energy tensor for Boulware modes:


























As was said above, x, x′ must be in the same sector, then when x = x′ and for the right
sector (R→ ε = +):
∂0∂0′WB(x, x
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The extra term of 4-26 is zero. This result is computed explicitly by J. Arenas using a WKB
approximation and can be seen in [37]. The same calculation is made for the Hartle-Hawking-
Israel Wightman function and gives the same result.




















Remembering that x, x′ must be in the same sector and picking ε = + then ω must be





































Taking into account that one is seeking to write the system in a ThFD formalism, it is
important to remember that the essential key is describe the system subtracting two Hamil-
tonians. One of them is the physical one and the other is a copy, the result of the substact
is a thermal Hamiltonian:
Ĥtherm = ĤBR − ĤBL (4-33)
where BR corresponds to Boulware (state and modes) in Right sector, and BL corresponds
to Boulware (state and modes) in Left sector. Again using the Boulware theorem one can
transform one of the terms in (4-33) into a Hartle-Hawking-Israel (state and modes) Hamil-
tonian which is defined globally. It is possible then to write down a thermal stress-energy
tensor in terms of a Boulware and a Hartle-Hawking-Israel tensor:
〈Tαβ〉therm = 〈Tαβ〉H − 〈Tαβ〉b (4-34)
The above equation4-34 could be written in terms of the Wightman function using de minimal
coupling derivative. It is important to note that one is interested only in the 00 component
of the tensor because it will give the energy density needed to calculate the entropy.
〈T00′〉therm = ∂0∂0′WH(x, x
′) |x=x′ − ∂0∂0′WB(x, x
′) |x=x′ (4-35)
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Taking into account that tanhχ = e−π|ω|/κ0 and that β = 2π
κ0




























The above equation has the same functional form of 3-69. Therefore one found the expec-
ted thermal expression for the energy density of a quantum scalar field in a Schwarzschild
background. The ThFD formalism gives a good result for the energy close to the event ho-
rizon of a Schwarzschild black hole and as the energy has a Planckian spectrum, then the
system must be a physical system. With this result one can argue that the entanglement
entropy is thermal and it is well defined in the neighborhood of the black hole. As was seen
in the previous chapter one can obtain the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy with equation (3-69)
and therefore also is possible to obtain the same result with the equation (4-40). Finally it
is possible to argue that the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy has a thermal character as was
demonstrated with this conclusions.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Perspectives
In this thesis one studied a scalar field over a Schwarzschild background with an integrated
interpretation of entanglement, thermo field dynamics formalism and correct ground states,
in order to give an explanation of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy and where is located.
One finds a disturbing divergence in the event horizon analyzing the energetic accessible
states that a particle can occupy in the neighborhood of a black hole. This problem can
be controled if one introduced a “Brick Wall”. Using statistical mechanics on a scalar field
over a Schwarzschild background one obtain the number of modes of the field and with this,
one can find the Helmholtz free energy, which has two terms: one dependent of the volume
that is the contribution of the vacuum energy at large distances, and the second one is the
contribution of the event horizon to the energy and is proportional to the horizon area. This
term diverges when the altitude h tends to zero, ie, very close to the event horizon. This
could be seen in chapter 3 which is a reproduction of Gerardus ’tHooft paper [1]. Taking
the correct form of h, the total energy U and the entropy S could be obtained. The last one
results to be exactly the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy.
As is mentioned in section 3.2 the calculation given in the brick wall model has several is-
sues, but as is seen in the same chapter it is possible to avoid this issues using Quantum field
theory on curved space time. If one give to a scalar field an operator behavior, and taking
into account that above the brick wall there are no horizons, it is possible to see that the
correct state of the system in study is the Boulware state. One can conclude that an outside
observer can see what it looks like as a black hole but actually does not contain a horizon.
In Chapter 4 one extend the Werner Israel results [13,31], showing that a scalar field over a
Schwarzschild background couples with this idea. In order to obtain the vacuum state of the
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quantum field in function of the temperature one needs to double the Hamiltonian system
with an exact copy, this is the basic idea of thermo field dynamics. A good description of
the Schwarzschild black hole shows the same characteristics described above. If one have a
thermal system it is possible in principle to describes it with ThFD. Here one show that the
system (scalar field with Schwarzschild background) meets this characteristics, then must be
thermal.
This thesis is an entrance in the study of systems with richer properties such: Kerr black
holes in thermo field dynamics context. An interesting work is the study of black holes
properties in condensed matter physics [46]. Using ThFD formalism, simulations of different
systems can be made using a proper DMRG [47] in a finite temperature context, with this
tool will be possible to obtain results with good accuracy not only in observations but in
simulations. Finally with the correct vacuum states and using the difference between the two
sectors (right, left) of the eternal Schwarzschild black hole one see that the energy spectrum
is Planckian.
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